
LEARN FROM THE EXPERTS WHO TEACH OTHER EXPERTS

YOU NEED REAL WORLD EXPERIENCE. WE TEACH IT.

WE HELP YOU KEEP UP WITH THE LATEST INFORMATION

Many Microsoft Data Platform MVPs have paid to 
attend our classes as well as events taught by Allan 
Hirt, himself a dual Microsoft MVP and VMware 
vExpert. Allan was an instructor for rotations of 
the SQL Server Microsoft Certified Master classes. 
When the world’s SQL Server experts and Microsoft 
themselves come to us, you know your employees 
are training with the right company.

benefits of  
choosing  

sqlhau® for  
training

“ Having Allan’s last books … on my shelf for years 
… I was well aware of his knowledge with SQL 
Server failover and knew the course would cover 
a fair amount of information. Slides were kept to a 
minimum with lots of discussion of HA topics that 
a lot of in the trenches DBAs don’t really consider.”

 Stuart Moore
Read his class review here

“  Thanks for the 
great session 
today @SQLHA 
lots of stuff I can 
use when I get 
back to work”

 John Rutherford

There are consultants and there are trainers. SQLHAU® combines these 
worlds to deliver training by instructors who not only plan and implement 
solutions for customers, but love to pass on their knowledge so you can be 
successful. We take our real world experience and teach skills that can be put 
to use immediately. Our classes are not just about SQL Server; we discuss 
the entire stack, which may include Windows Server, SQL Server, networking, 
security, storage, and more. So whether a DBA or a system administrator is 
attending, they will learn from our classes. 

We not only prepare students for today; we also prepare students for tomorrow. Understanding product 
and technology roadmaps is not easy. We participate in early adopter programs for both Windows Server 
and SQL Server and help customers implement cutting edge technologies. With that experience, we can 
ease the pain of deploying these new platforms and ensure your staff is armed with what they need to be 
successful with currently supported platforms as well as what is coming down the road. 

We understand that when you consider a request for training, you need to 
ensure that your training budget is well spent. The class should make each 
student better equipped to do their job. You not only want them to know how 
to do things, but also understand why so they can troubleshoot problems and 
possibly train others. 

This is why you or your employees should train with SQLHAU®.

http://stuart-moore.com/mission-critical-sql-server-allan-hirt/


HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE MATTERS

THE RETURN ON INVESTMENT FOR SQLHAU®

GET STARTED WITH SQL SERVER HIGHER EDUCATION

At SQLHAU®, we believe that to truly learn, students need more than just instruction. 
Hands-on practice gives students the confidence to be able to actually put into practice 
everything they learn once they come home. This is why most of our classes have hands-on 
labs that are created specifically by us to reinforce the lessons being taught. Some classes even 
have multiple levels of labs within the same course to accommodate people at different ends of 
the experience spectrum.

benefits of  
choosing  

sqlhau® for  
training

“ The class was especially useful with the web based labs which 
had fully working Virtual Machines … and allowed for three 
levels of challenges. I thought this concept was great because I 
could redo the lab later using a different method which means 
I could improve my skills further outside the class room.”

 The SQL Pro 
Read his full post here

“ When I attend training I prefer labs 
that require thought when problems 
arise. These labs were challenging 
and provided the building blocks 
needed to build, troubleshoot, and 
maintain the WSFC.”

 Daryl Roche

“  Best session ever! 
Addressed many pain 
points in design and 
implementation. Thanks!”

 Zhen Zang

The benefit of a well-trained staff is that they can plan, deploy, and 
maintain your systems based on best practices to avoid costly 
problems and downtime. By sending your people to SQLHAU®, you can 
break the cycle of being reactive and, with the skills they learn, become 
more proactive and efficient.

Ready to sign up for SQLHAU®?  
Check our complete schedule of upcoming public classes.  

Note that some training events are delivered by us through selected worldwide partners.

Still have questions?  
Want to schedule a custom or private training class where we come onsite to you,  

maximizing your staff’s time and reducing costs? Contact us today.

www.sqlha.com/events

sales@sqlha.com        (781)856-2366

http://thesqlpro.com/2014/06/09/sql-saturday-294-philadelphia-lessons-learned/
http://sqlha.com/events/



